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Cybersecurity Awareness
Product Summary



Cybersecurity Awareness
Secure your Employees. Secure Your Business. 

When cookie-cutter e-learnings no

longer produce desired outcomes with

your employees, it’s time to consider

personalized, interactive cybersecurity

awareness sessions, delivered by a team

of leading cyber-experts and dynamic

instructors.

CyberBlazer™ by EM3|LABS is an

innovative Cybersecurity Awareness

program that will help you to empower

your workforce and keep your

organization safe.

1. We Sit Together

Our dedicated staff will sit with your 

leadership teams and collectively 

review and evaluate your cyber risks.

2. We Crunch the Data

We will evaluate your needs and 

desires, while separating your cyber 

facts from cyber perceptions, and

develop collaborative solutions

3. We Propose Solutions 

We don’t just add your logo to generic 

decks and call it customized. We work 

with you to produce meaningful 

content, specific to your situation.

4. We Guide your Workforce

Our live and interactive training 

sessions include meaningful experiences 

such as a demonstration of a real-hack, 

to ensure knowledge retention

5. A Partner for the Long Run

After we have finished our training 

sessions, our work is not done! We 

follow up regularly to ensure your 

workforce remain cyber—aware.

Identify

Protect

Detect

Respond

Recover



Tailor Made Cyber-Awareness Programs for your Organization

Cyber Threat & Cybercrime Landscape
We use this module to introduce the diversity of cyber attack vectors and why 

anyone from senior executives down to junior employees are an attractive 

target.  We further explore geopolitical elements to cybercrime.

Demonstration: How Cyber Attacks are Performed
It is human nature to believe that cybercrime only happens to other people, 

not ourselves.  We further believe we cannot possibly be a victim because we 

have nothing of value or nothing to hide.  We use this module to perform a live 

or simulated hack to illustrate just how easy anyone could fall prey.

Malware, Ransomware, Phishing & Social Engineering
Cyber threats are numerous and while we cannot cover everything in a single session, 

we do go over some of the most common cyber attacks and we review ways to recognize 

scams and how to avoid being a victim.

Identity Theft & Online Safety
With many people having Facebook accounts and other social media profiles, 

stealing ones identity has become a frequent occurrence. We present 

insights into data privacy and its importance to you as a user. For our EU 

clients, we further introduce GDPR and associated regulatory concerns.

Mobile Device Cybersecurity
Mobile phones and tablets are just as vulnerable as PC’s. We use this 

module to guide users into securely using their mobiles and apps.

Our cyber-awareness programs

are customizable for your

specific circumstances. Our

training sessions can be from

as low as 2 hours to sessions

carrying over multiple days.

Generally speaking however,

we cover what we consider to

be core security-awareness

topics in all our delivery

modules, as described here.

We feel these will give your

workforce a decent exposure

to cybersecurity, without

bogging them down with too

many technical details.



Co-branded Office Accessories: A Visual Reminder to Think Cyber!

Strategic Secure Smart Sustainable Scalable

YOUR

LOGO

Web-Cam Covers

USB Data Blockers

Screen & Keyboard Cleaners

To further enhance the user

experience, we propose the

option of distributing

various promotional office

materials, co-branded with

your logo and that of our

CyberBlazer™ program.

We have a wide range of

promotional materials from

tote-bags & stationary to

computer and mobile

accessories such as web-cam

covers, mouse pads, laptop

cleaners, USB Data Blockers

and more.

Your Employees will Remember to stay Cyber Vigilant and to Think Twice Before Clicking Online


